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HECA Comments

Additional submitted attachment is included below.
December 13, 2015

I am to the opinion that HECA is just as bad as any "Terrorist Threat." Putting the CO2 gas underground such a virulent plant, is nothing short of suicide. It could take out the "Oilpatch" and probably half of Bakersfield, CA.

It is also very accessible to Interstate I-5. How easy it could be for "Terrorist" to target it!!

Not only do they purpose to use all of OUR water, now they are going to totally pollute Underground with the CO2 gas.

(Those pipes have been known to leak in other parts of the U.S.A.)

I live very very close to this "monster" to be! I feel as though my Country has turned against TRUMAN, CA. and the surrounding farming communities. You are acting worse than "Terrorist" if you permit this atrocity to be built.
If HECA is built and they are permitted to bury the CO2 gas then the truth of its destruction will be known; as we little people of TUPMAN, CAL. will be literally "VAPORIZED"!!! by HECA and our non-caring government.

Please take into consideration that HECA and its anchor company SCS Energy LLC, CALIF. and another ship in MASSACHUSETTS. Totally feel above all the laws of KERN COUNTY and CALIF.

We and you are a joke to them. They think of you and us as nothing more than a bunch of tree-hugging, dirt-loving, Californians that are standing in the way of their greedy schemes!!!

Tupman is at ground level, as were the TWIN TOWERS of 9-11. We will be blown to bits and pieces, when it blows and it will!!!
December 13, 2015

Dr. and what is going to push up, spray out, etc., from the underground fissures in our EARTH; this hasn't been tested here. This entire area being "oilfield's" history is drilled, got holes, slumps, hidden unknown crap, etc. So, I guess there is no danger of fugitive gases or toxic, waste ever surfacing. BULL

Have a conscience please!
Please send HECA back to where it came from!
What would be HELL!!

I'm Done
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